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A bit about 
SENCER…

We’re 20 
this year



SCIENCE EDUCATION FOR 
NEW CIVIC ENGAGEMENTS      =
AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

.net

SENCER, a comprehensive, national dissemination 
project, aims to improve undergraduate science 
education and foster civic engagement by teaching 
“to” basic science “through” complex, capacious, 
and unsolved public issues.



NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR CIVIC ENGAGEMENT



New SENCER ideals = Philosophy
● SENCER connects science and civic engagement by 

teaching “through” complex, and unsolved public 
issues “to” basic science.

● SENCER invites students to take responsibility for 
their learning and put the knowledge and methods 
of science to immediate use.

● SENCER reveals both the power and the limits of 
science in addressing the great challenges of our 
time.

● SENCER helps students make connections between local 
civic issues and national and global “grand 
challenges.”



2001 SENCER Summer Institute



2020 SENCER Summer Institute
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SENCER, CUREs 
and me

More impactful, 
Engaging, inclusive 

Teaching



Why Undergraduate Research and PBL?
1. Classroom-based Undergraduate Research Experiences 

(CUREs) and PBL have been shown to enhance the 
career development and readiness of students

2. They can substantially impact retention in STEM 
disciplines 

3. CUREs and PBL are inclusive, exposing a greater 
number of students to high-impact experiences 
(Bangera and Brownell, 2014). 

4. Projects can also be designed to generate meaningful 
data that can inform further student research 
projects as well as the research agenda of the 
faculty member 



WHat are They?
PBL as a teaching method 
in which students gain 
knowledge and skills by 
working for an extended 
period of time to 
investigate an authentic, 
engaging, and complex 
question, problem, or 
challenge (Eberlein et 
al., 2008)

CURE course is one in 
which students are 
expected to engage in 
science research with the 
aim of producing novel 
results that are of 
interest to the 
scientific community 
(Corwin, Graham, and 
Dolan, 2015). 



WHat are They?
PBL as a teaching method in 
which students gain knowledge 
and skills by working for an 
extended period of time to 
investigate an authentic, 
engaging, and complex question, 
problem, or challenge (Eberlein 
et al., 2008)

CURE course is one in which 
students are expected to engage 
in science research with the aim 
of producing novel results that 
are of interest to the 
scientific community (Corwin, 
Graham, and Dolan, 2015). 

We use an inclusive definition of undergraduate 
research (UGR) here as being an inquiry or 

investigation conducted by an undergraduate student 
that makes an original intellectual or creative 

contribution to the discipline. 
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Why do we need science 
at the New School?

View from a graduate TA :(



What about the New School?
The school is known for 
fashion, theatre, music 
and social justice. But 
few know about the 
science program …. 

Teeny program 

~ 25 students

~ 30 minors 

Room to grow!



About Interdisciplinary Science….
Student’s don’t declare a 
major until their 
sophomore year

Students have to take one 
class that fulfills the 
scientific perspective - 
not all students take a 
science class - No GenEd!

Seminar based curriculum

They don’t “like” 
science. 

It’s not “for them”. 

They can’t “do science”



The Freshmen
Getting started with SENCER



● Students get 
assigned

● Not major 
specific

● Writing 
intensive

● Peer 
mentoring as 
well



Breadth and Diversity of Learningless depth

How do I assess?

● SALG - Pre and post
● Portfolios - reflect throughout
● Discussion boards - throughout
● Assignments - throughout
● Quizzes - not exams, mid and end of semester
● Projects with a rubric and presentation at the 

end 

Class is designed to reflect the diversity of the 
learners. It’s interdisciplinary!



Baseline SALG



What do you expect to know by the end of the class?
“I expect that I will understand the history of toilets and 
sanitation as well as the social justice aspects of toilets. I 
would like to learn more about how to get involved in making sure 
people get good access to toilets and sanitation.”

“I would like to learn more about research skills”

“By the end of this class I would like to be informed on how 
toilets really do contribute to the world as well as the history 
behind them. I would also like to learn how we as a class can make 
a difference to the people who are less fortunate and do not have 
access to toilets. ”



What do you expect to know by the end of the class?
“I expect that I will understand the history of toilets and 
sanitation as well as the social justice aspects of toilets. I 
would like to learn more about how to get involved in making sure 
people get good access to toilets and sanitation.”

“I would like to learn more about research skills”

“By the end of this class I would like to be informed on how 
toilets really do contribute to the world as well as the history 
behind them. I would also like to learn how we as a class can make 
a difference to the people who are less fortunate and do not have 
access to toilets. ”

“I would like to know why it is so 
heavily based on science, and what 
we gain from taking this course. ”



Field Trips
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Team based semester 
long

Google docs 

Final paper - rubric

Presentation - rubric

Invited guests
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Money from poop?



At the 
Introductory 

Level



● A major 
course

● More 
science 
focused

● Planetary 
health

● Has a CURE 
- tiny 
earth



Breadth and Diversity of Learningless depth

How do I assess?

● SALG - Pre and post
● Portfolios Project - with prompts
● Creative work - based on the portfolio
● Discussion boards - throughout
● Assignments - throughout
● Take home and in class exams, mid and end of 

semester

Class is designed to reflect the diversity of the 
learners. It’s interdisciplinary!



Can Bacteria Catch a Virus



Getting Friendly with Bacteria
• My cell wall structure/Gram stain reaction

• My type of respiration

• My type of metabolism

• Where do I normally live/do I sometimes go on holidays 
(from a lake into someone’s intestine)

• Am I a pathogen? If not, am I useful for something?

• Do I have virulence factors? Am I antibiotic resistant?

• Who are my family members (My Genus) – Make friends with 
them on digication

• Who are my friends (In my classification tree) – Make 
friends with them on digication

• Do I have any pretty pictures of me/diagrams/movies

• Am I famous/in the news/notorious? 







Kondo Rubric
Does it spark joy?
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Undergrad 
Research

CURES, SUREs and 
Independent Research





Assessing Learning 
Before the experience

a. SALG and Concept Inventories
b. Quizzes - useful for safety training etc

During the experience
b. Electronic Lab Book
c. Weekly meetings - depends on the size of the 

class
d. Mid-semester evaluation

After the experience 
b. SALG and Concept Inventories
c. Final Papers - Rubric
d. Posters - Rubric
e. Presentations - Rubric
f. Final Evaluation



Pre - SALG



Benchling





how you feel research in general might be able to solve real world problems ...



SENCERized 
Research?









SENCERIZED Research Coming from CURES
● Honey hitchhikers
● Antimicrobial Paint
● Acidification and soil microbes
● Floods and drought and soil microbes
● Airpods and bacteria
● Handdryers and bacteria
● Modeling the University Center

Two graduates wrote IRBs for the first time and three 
wrote a NYC parks permit - Other types of learning!



How many Students engaged in UGR with me?
1. ~40 students engaged in Tiny Earth 

a.  Majority had not done research before
2. 20 students in Microbiome of Urban Spaces

a.  Majority had not done research before 
3. 10 New School students in SURE/REU (2019)

a. 1 student has published a paper
b. 6 student posters at conferences (MACUB, ASM)

4. 2 Mercy Students returned as volunteers
a. 2 posters at ASM Microbe 2019
b. 1 talk at ASM Microbe 2019

5. 4 Highschool students in collaboration with UBRP
a. Won best poster at URBP symposium

=> Already UGR is starting at the New School!



What outcomes Am I Seeing?
● Technical skills
● Stats / analysis
● Science literacy
● Content mastery
● Civic value / outreach
● Project ownership
● Creativity
● Communication
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